Property Name: Range on East Side Stewart Valley

Other Names: See Below for claim names.

Mineral Commodity(ies):

Type of Deposit: Stewart Valley Road

Accessibility:

Ownership: See Below

Production: None

History:

Development: None

Activity at Time of Examination: None.

Geology:

This sheet covers the following claims:

1) Harris Lode Mining Claim - J. Harris
2) J.G. Claims - Joseph Harris
3) J.D. Lode - " "
4) L.S. Claims - Dunigan Parker
5) Lost Smokey Mine - J. Martinez
6) M & M Claims - Mabel "
7) Was claims - Kay Mining & Milling Co.

These claims are staked in the range east of Stewart Valley containing High Peak. With the exception of staking, no work or development could be determined. Area is P6 Stirling quartzite and P Bonanza King Formation, highly fractured, and faulted with limonite staining. The beds are steeply dipping NE*, thin to thick with alternating light and dark banding. Cliff forming dark grey LS, with shaley interlayering.

* and striking NW-SE.

Remarks: No Sample.

References:

Examiner: Smith  Date Visited: 3/13/82